Drug-induced protein free radical formation is attenuated by unsaturated fatty acids by scavenging drug-derived phenyl radical metabolites.
Aromatic amine drugs like aminoglutethimide (AG) and related congeners have been shown to produce phenyl radicals through metabolism by myeloperoxidase (MPO)/H(2)O(2), which has been proposed to play a role in drug-induced agranulocytosis. AG has also been shown to induce MPO protein radical formation, but the ultimate fate of these metabolically generated phenyl radicals is still unknown. We tested the reactivity of linoleic acid (LA) and GSH with aniline-based compounds in the presence of horseradish peroxidase (HRP)/H(2)O(2) by measuring oxygen consumption. We found a qualitative correlation between drugs or xenobiotics that formed phenyl radical metabolites with the cooxidation of LA. Most compounds that reacted with LA did not react with GSH. Furthermore, an AG-derived phenyl radical was detected by EPR spin-trapping with MNP (2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane), in a reaction containing AG and HRP/H(2)O(2); these spectra were attenuated in the presence of LA and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) indicating that phenyl radical scavenging occurred. Since it has been proposed that the phenyl radical metabolite leads to protein radical formation on MPO, we investigated the effect of LA and DHA in immuno-spin trapping experiments with MPO-containing HL-60 cell lysate. Using anti-DMPO, a protein radical was detected on a putative MPO fragment from the reaction of DMPO, AG, and glucose/glucose oxidase. When LA or DHA was included in this reaction, protein radical formation was significantly inhibited. Our results show that certain polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) act as scavengers of aromatic amine drug-derived phenyl radicals which in turn prevent protein radical formation. However, the interaction of phenyl radical drug metabolites with PUFAs will be dictated by their relative concentrations compared to those of other targets. Most importantly, it is possible to differentiate peroxidase substrates that generate phenyl radical metabolites from N-centered radicals on the basis of their reactivity toward GSH vs PUFAs, and PUFAs are targets for metabolically generated phenyl radicals.